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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE: Well, the club certainly had its fair share of challenges this

Joe Macaluso 917-767-5895

year. A new website/membership system, critiques nights, the Judging Committee
vacancy, the PFLI submission changes, the impending Programs & Education Committee
vacancy. All while dealing with COVID-19. This has necessitated many changes, new,
sometimes confusing procedures, and several hiccups along the way. I appreciate your
patience and understanding.
BUT we have adapted. COVID-19 of course has pushed-us into meeting remotely. We
have successfully transitioned to Zoom video conferencing thanks to the herculean
efforts of Tony Siciliano. In fact, it has been so successful that even after COVID we
intend on staying with Zoom for competitions and critiques, making it possible for those
with travel restrictions to participate. PFLI has learned from us, and has also transitioned
to Zoom competitions. Though we were not able to have our usual award ceremony
dinner, we were eventually able to conduct a safe outdoor award ceremony in
Cunningham Park.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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Tony Siciliano
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Tony Coppeta, Mat Matsuyama,
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All rights reserved.

Visitors always
We
are a 501C3 Org.
welcome.
A sponsor of the PSA
Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated at the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date and time
especially in winter AND
DURING COVID SHUTDOWN
Dues: $40.00 for individuals

6th –Critique Night
20th– Program: Mark Bowie ‘Multi Exposure
for Excellent Landscapes”

3rd—-Competition Judge: Harvey Augenbraun
17h– Program: Our own Tony Coppeta will
teach “Cell phone photography.”

$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2020-21 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this newsletter is strictly prohibited.
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE CONTINUED
Thanks to the monumental efforts of Bill McLernon, Andrew Silver, and Ron Caldwell we were able to complete
the transition to our new modern website with many additional features, along with an organized system of
handling membership functions. It’s a real hit. Additional thanks to Andrew Silver for organizing the critique nights
and taking over the Judging Committee. We are grateful for the Joe Crupi, Helen Repstad and Andy Silver for
making critique nights a success. Lots of good advice offered by this trio on critique nights. Bernie Gelman did a
great job of running the competition, and critiques remotely under very challenging conditions. Louise DeStefano
has graciously stepped-in to handle the PFLI submission process, thanks Louise. We also owe Helen Repstad a
debt of gratitude for all these years of handling PFLI submissions and helping Louise to get established, she will
still remain as chair of the PFLI Competition Committee. Tony Siciliano has done an incredible job of arranging
great presentations, and learning opportunities. We desperately need someone to take his place by the start of
the new year. Please, if you can, help the club by volunteering to fill this vital function. Edward Xu has volunteered
to help Tony Copetta with membership. Kudos for doing double duty as chair of the Membership Committee and
Club Secretary.
So that’s the wrap-up of the many changes that have occurred during the year. Because of the adaptions club
members have had to make due to COVID-19, the board unanimously approved to reduce individual dues next
season to $20/year for all present members in good standing. At the end of this season, we will conduct a survey
to assess how well we’ve adapted to these changes. We’ll ask what you liked, what you didn’t like, along with
asking for any suggestions you may have for improvements. This will help us plan for the next season.
Hope you got plenty of camera gear for Christmas, Chanukah, and Kwanza. Wishing for an adios to this past year
and a much, much better and maybe calmer New Year. All the best, Joe Macaluso

From the Editor’s Desk:

So likely when you are reading this the Holi-daze are behind
us. I hope you ended the year with any new equipment you may have been dreaming of and
can cross it off your wish list.
In this issue on page 1 is our president’s message . On page 3 we have a report on our
zoom December Party with some memories of past parties. Page 4 has the scores from PFLI
competition. On pages 5 to 7 you will see what members “Have Done Lately”. I am pleased
so many contributed to those pages to share their latest work in photography. Remember
anyone interested in providing an article or a story to this newsletter please just email it to
me. They are most welcome. As usual on our last page is a tip on snow photography from
our own great Russ Burden. Hope you enjoy this edition. And may you and your families
have a healthy, happy, and productive new year 2021. photoJoe Crupi

Found in
a fortune
cookie

In reply to our inquiry we recently received an email reply from Stan Strauss one of our
past presidents. He and his wife Sandy are dealing with medical issues and not doing much
photography lately but he sends his regards to all at FCC this Holiday Season.

Welcome to our newest member Joseph Vee who was brought to our club by Ed Xu. Glad you joined us Joseph.
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December 16th was this year’s annual Holiday / Christmas
/Hanukkah party.
A snow storm was raging but it did not deter our hearty
members from attending. In fact we were joined by members
of other camera clubs like Tom from California. So with
refreshments in hand they climbed into their favorite chair
and tuned in to attend our latest zoom meeting. As we
munched on festive snack and indulged in some libation we
were able to enjoy each other’s company even if divided by a
monitor and internet. The highlight was the presentation by
Ivan Rothman. Some may recall his prior visits to FCC and his
wonder musical slide shows both then and again this night.
“I’m Alive” is the title of his latest presentation depicting stunning images of every imaginable creature taken
on his many trips from around the globe. Before his presentation Ivan showed us some tricks his does with a
program “Luminar”. Although not legal for competition the ability to add a choice of beautiful skies, include
sunrays, and adjust portraits, makes it interesting for other uses. Among his other tools Ivan strongly
suggested the use of Topaz DeNoise and Sharpen Ai software.
But it was his slide show of outstanding images of animals and amphibians is what kept members glued to the
screen. He modestly says they are not all “winners” but in our mind they were all magnificent. After the hour
show Ivan answered questions before signing off. Then the members had some time to talk among themselves
but unlike our in person meetings it seemed the evening ended all too quickly. Instead of sugar plums I am
sure many went to sleep that night with Ivan’s images dancing in their heads.
photoJoe

2019
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Scores for Flushing for December
Judges - Karen Newman - Roni Chastain - Lynn Thompson CRE Joe Macaluso
CRE Edward X
CRE A Hickey
CRE Bill Mclernon
CRE Martin Fleischer

Perier Hydrant

21

Myselfie

21

Light Painted Crystal Ball 2

21

Spooky Chatam Church

22

Light Rail Mirage

22
Total 107

CREII Tony Sicilliano

Sunset In A Bottle

25
Total 25

DBW Edward X

Orchid

20

DBW Joe Macaluso

BW Geese

21

DBW Bill Mclernon

Camera Pants

21

Get It Right!

22

DBW Martin Fleischer
DBW A Hickey

Black and White Milk

23
Total 107

DBWII Roy Woelfel
DBWII Tony Coppeta
DBWII Tony Sicilliano

Bottle Top

20

Three Rides

21

Wining With Angelica

22
Total 63

DPA Lucy Pearce

Softly

21

DPA Tony Coppeta

Fallen Leaf

21

DPA Ken Whitehead

Flowers on my mind

23

DPA Tony Coppeta

Pumpkins Still Life

24

DPA Bernard Huang

tern fighting in the air

25

DPB Edward X
DPB Joe Macaluso

Stairs

21

Throwing Stones

21

DPB Roy Woelfel

Bottles Two 1

22

DPB Bill Mclernon

Autumn Red Barn

22

DPB A Hickey

Glass Bottle Shadows 2

23

Total 109
DPBII S Jackson

Gatorade

20

DPBII Tony Sicilliano

Good Morning Sunshine

23

After opening a raw image in Photoshop I choose Layer > Duplicate Layer from the menu. I have
been doing this routinely thinking it helped to preserve the original image. Is there any value to
doing this?

Tim's Answer: In my view it is not necessary to create a copy of the Background
image layer in Photoshop unless and until you need to perform work that requires such
a layer. Creating a copy of the Background copy will double the base file size of the
image, possibly without a real benefit depending on your workflow.
I am an advocate for a non-destructive workflow in Photoshop (or any imageprocessing software). That can translate into a variety of different things, depending on
the task being performed in Photoshop.
For adjustments, I recommend using an adjustment layer unless the type of adjustment you want to apply isn’t
available as an adjustment layer (such a with the Shadows/Highlights adjustment). For image cleanup I
recommend applying the cleanup on a new empty image layer, unless the cleanup tool you’re using (such as the
Patch tool) doesn’t enable you to work across multiple layers to place the cleanup pixels onto an empty image
layer.
In situations where it isn’t possible to apply the intended effect with an adjustment layer or work on an empty
image layer, then you’ll generally need to make a copy of the Background image layer (or another layer such as
with a composite image). In those cases, I certainly wouldn’t hesitate to create a copy of the full layer.
However, duplicating a layer also increases file size. For an image that only consists of a Background image layer,
duplicating that layer doubles the size of the file on your hard drive. So, in general I don’t recommend duplicating
a layer unless doing so is necessary. This requires, of course, that you use a layer-based non-destructive
workflow, and that you are careful to make sure you have the correct layer selected at all times on the Layers
panel.
Sent by tim@timgrey.com
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Members share their latest adventure into photography.

Tony Siciliano

Tony Coppeta

Tony Coppeta

Anne Hickey
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Bernard Huang
Rick Mark

Rick Mark

Joe Macaluso

Archie Reyes

Archie Reyes

Joe Macaluso
Roy Woelfel
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Terry Chen - Taiwan

Joe Crupi

Bernie
Gellman

Pge 8

Landscapes In Snow

A look at the technical issues associated with acquiring proper exposures when
photographing in snowy conditions .
I love to exploit the beauty of a fallen snow, especially when it’s followed by a crisp, clear morning sunrise. The
setting becomes a winter wonderland in its expanse. If you decide to explore it with macro or telephoto eyes, it
becomes a miniature world of white on white and reveals patterns, shapes and textures. Subject wise, the
possibilities are endless. The surrounding land takes on a fresh and pristine look. Whether you look to the left,
right, in front or behind you, there’s something new and different toward which you can point your lens. The
natural world becomes a virgin setting molded by a fluff of white pillows and frost that’s painted with
immaculate and pristine beauty.
Snow photography provides a number of
variables depending on your timing and the
conditions. One type of snow photography
deals with making images while snow is
falling. The skies are often gray and overcast.
Depending on when the snow began
determines the amount of white that drapes
the landscape. A second type deals with crisp,
clean sunlight reflecting off its surface. The
light is intense and bright and contrast is
often high. .
A third type finds photographers searching out unspoiled parcels of land that depict a snow’s purity. Wet snow
works well for this as it clings to trees and bushes and opens a plethora of of possibilities for making abstract
images and winter wonderlands.
Regardless of the conditions you encounter when you’re immersed in a field of white, you need to confront
technical issues associated with acquiring proper exposures. Metering problems need to be addressed. Snow
reflects a magnitude of light, giving false meter readings that result in gray tones instead of white. To prevent
this, dial in plus compensation to override the provided meter reading. Just how much to dial in depends on
how much of the composition is snow, how much shadow area there is, how intense the sun is and whether the
subject is back- or front-lit.
Check your histogram after each exposure. Add compensation so pixels are depicted on the right side but there
are no spikes touching the right edge. You’ll need to do this even if it’s cloudy. Basically, the brighter it is, the
more you’ll need to add compensation. If the conditions are extremely contrasty, you’ll need to create a
bracketed series of exposures and run the images through high dynamic range software.
Mood : Depending on how much direct sun the scene receives determines the mood of the image. Bright sun
evokes an open and airy feeling that translates to smiles, happiness, euphoria and joy. While snow is falling,
the implied feeling is more ominous dictated by the gray accompanied by the psychological impact that it’s
stormy. This, in turn, invokes feelings of melancholy, gloom and woe. Photographing in both of the above
conditions can net great images. The one aspect of snow photography that doesn’t turn me on as much is
when the light is flat gray. On the plus side, it’s a good time to turn to wildlife photography as the light is even
on the subject. Increase your ISO in case some action is encountered so you’ll be able to record the animal
sharply
White Balance : When it comes to post-processing, don’t be afraid to experiment with different white
balances. I tend to add a touch of blue to the RAW file to create a cool feeling. Don’t go overboard as you want
the effect to look believable. There have been a few images where I’ve played and exaggerated the blue and it
worked. As with every other type of photography, post-processing can be very subjective. If you work within
reason, anything goes
Visit www.russburdenphotography.com for information about his nature photography tours and safari to
Tanzania.
Stay focused.

